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 1 
National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (NCUTCD) 2 

Recommended Changes to Proposed Text for 11th Edition of the MUTCD 3 
Docket Number: FHWA-2020-0001 4 

 5 
Federal Register Item Number: 623-638 6 
NPA MUTCD Section Number: Sections 9E.01-9E.17  7 
Legend: Base text shown in proposal is the NPA “clean” proposed text. 8 

• NCUTCD recommendation for text to be added in final rule. 9 
• NCUTCD recommendation for text to be deleted in final rule. 10 
• NCUTCD recommendation for text to be moved/relocated in final rule. 11 
• NPA text that was not previously approved by NCUTCD but is now approved. 12 
• Explanatory note: [Note that explains purpose of recommended change.] 13 
• Reference in 00X-XXX-000 format refer to previous NCUTCD recommendations 14 

approved by Council and sent to FHWA, which may be seen on the NCUTCD website 15 
at https://ncutcd.org/ 16 

The following pages present NCUTCD recommendations for changes to the MUTCD NPA 17 
proposed text, tables, and figures for Chapter 9E.  Below is a short summary of the NCUTCD 18 
position for each section of this chapter.  A more detailed summary is provided at the beginning 19 
of each section. 20 

• NPA #623, Section 9E.01:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 21 
• NPA #624, Section 9E.02:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 22 
• NPA #625, Section 9E.03:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 23 
• NPA #626, Section 9E.04:  Recommended changes to text as shown 24 
• NPA #627, Section 9E.05:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 25 
• NPA #628, Section 9E.06:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 26 
• NPA #629, Section 9E.07:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 27 
• NPA #630, Section 9E.08:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 28 
• NPA #631, Section 9E.09:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 29 
• NPA #632, Section 9E.10:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 30 
• NPA #633, Section 9E.11:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 31 
• NPA #634, Section 9E.12:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 32 
• NPA #635, Section 9E.13:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 33 
• NPA #636, Section 9E.14:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 34 
• NPA #637, Section 9E.15:  Changes recommended based on prior Council action 35 
• NPA #NA, Section 9E.16:  Recommended changes to text as shown 36 
• NPA #638, Section 9E.17:  Changes recommended based on Council action in Spring 2021 37 

 38 
 39 
 40 
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Section 9E.01 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.01 as presented in the NPA, but 41 
recommends deleting a redundant Option statement, revising the Standard statement to note that 42 
installing bike lane symbols on a shoulder converts the shoulder into a bike lane, and revising 43 
Support statement to reference Bikes Use Shoulder Only signs in accordance with NCUTCD 44 
recommendation 11A-BIK-01. 45 
 46 
Section 9E.01 Bicycle Lanes 47 
Support: 48 

Pavement markings designate that portion of the roadway for preferential use by bicycles 49 
(see Section 3D.01) Markings inform all road users of the restricted nature of the bicycle lane.  50 
Standard: 51 

 Longitudinal pavement markings and bicycle lane symbol or word markings (see 52 
Figure 9E-1) shall be used to define bicycle lanes.  53 
Option: 54 

The pavement word markings BIKE LANE may be used instead of the bicycle symbol.    55 
[delete Option as Standard above and Figure 9E-1 address word markings] 56 
Guidance: 57 

The first symbol or word marking in a bicycle lane should be placed at the beginning of the 58 
bicycle lane and the downstream symbol or word markings should be placed at periodic 59 
intervals along the bicycle lane based on engineering judgment.  60 
Option: 61 

An arrow marking (see Figure 9E-1) may be used in conjunction with the bicycle lane 62 
symbol or word marking, placed downstream from the symbol or word marking. 63 

Where the bicycle lane symbols or word markings are used, Bike Lane signs (see Section 64 
9B.04) may also be used, but to avoid overuse of the signs not necessarily adjacent to every set 65 
of pavement markings.  66 
Support: 67 

Section 3H.06 contains information on green colored pavement for use in bicycle lanes. 68 
Standard: 69 

The bicycle symbol or BIKE LANE pavement word marking and the pavement 70 
marking arrow shall not be used in a shoulder, unless it is converting the shoulder into in 71 
to a bicycle lane. [installing bike lane markings on a shoulder converts it to a bike lane] 72 

A portion of the roadway travel way shall not be established as both a shoulder and a 73 
bicycle lane. [editorial to be consistent with current definitions] 74 
Support: 75 

Where a shoulder is provided or is of sufficient width to meet the expectation of a highway 76 
user in that it can function as a space for emergency, enforcement or maintenance activities, 77 
avoidance or recovery maneuvers, Section 9B.165 contains information regarding the Bicycles 78 
Use Shoulder Only sign that can be used to convey that the shoulder may be used by bicycles.   79 
 Section 9B.16 contains information regarding the Bicycles Use Shoulder Only sign that can 80 
be used to convey that the shoulder on a freeway or expressway may be used by bicycles. [revise 81 
Support to reference Section 9B.16]  82 
 83 
 84 
 85 
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NCTUCD recommends replacing Figure 9E-1 in the NPA with Figure 9C-3 from the 2009 86 
MUTCD to include the bike lane pavement marking option depicting a helmeted bicyclist. 87 

 88 

2  89 
 90 
Support: 91 

Examples of pavement markings for bicycle lanes on a two-way street are shown in Figure 92 
9E-2.  93 
 94 
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 95 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-2 as presented in the NPA, but recommends 96 
including R10-15b signs and additional notes in accordance with NCUTCD recommendation 97 
18B-BIK-01. 98 

 99 
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 100 
 101 
(R10-15b sign detail) 102 

 103 
 104 
______________________________________________________________________________ 105 
 106 
Section 9E.02 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.02 as presented in the NPA, as it 107 
is consistent with NCUTCD recommendation 17A-BIK-01, but recommends the following 108 
revisions: 109 
• Editorial changes to be consistent with current definitions 110 
• Adding a Standard statement to clarify conditions for accommodating bicyclists in turn lanes 111 

at signalized intersections  112 
• Delete Guidance on shifting separated bicycle lanes at intersections 113 
• Revising Standard material on mixing zones to Guidance and Option for flexibility 114 
• Other editorial changes. 115 
 116 
Section 9E.02 Bicycle Lanes at Intersection Approaches    117 
Standard:   118 

Except as provided in Paragraph 6a, a through bicycle lane shall not be positioned to 119 
the right of a right turn only lane or to the left of a left turn only lane.   120 
Option:   121 

A through bicycle lane may be positioned to the right of a right-turn only lane or to the left of 122 
a left-turn only lane provided that the bicycle lane is controlled by a traffic signal that displays 123 
bicycle signal indications. Refer to Chapter 9F for Standard, Guidance and Options regarding 124 
bicycle signals and phasing.  125 
Support:   126 

Unless controlled by a bicycle signal indication, a bicyclist continuing straight through an 127 
intersection from the right of a right-turn lane or from the left of a left-turn lane would be 128 
inconsistent with normal traffic behavior and would violate the expectations of right- or left-129 
turning motorists. 130 
Guidance:   131 

When the right (or left) through lane is dropped to become a right- (or left-) turn only lane, 132 
the bicycle lane markings should stop at least 100 feet before the beginning of the right- (or left-133 
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) turn lane.  Through bicycle lane markings should resume to the left (or right) of the right- (or 134 
left-) turn only lane.   135 

An optional through-right (or through-left) turn lane next to a right- (or left-) turn only lane 136 
should not be used where there is a through bicycle lane.  If a capacity analysis indicates the 137 
need for an optional through-right turn lane, the bicycle lane should be discontinued at the 138 
intersection approach.   139 
Standard:   140 

A Bicycle bicycle lanes located on an intersection approach between general purpose 141 
contiguous lanes for motor vehicle movements shall be marked with at least one bicycle 142 
symbol and at least one arrow pavement markings as provided in Paragraph 9 of Section 143 
9E.01.  [editorial to be consistent with current definitions] 144 

Bicycle A bicycle lanes shall not be marked within a general purpose lane, either with 145 
dotted or any other line markings.  [editorial] 146 
Option:   147 

Where there is insufficient width in the roadway to include both a bicycle lane and a general 148 
purpose turn lane, bicycle travel may be accommodated within through the turn lane or general 149 
purpose lane, using shared-lane markings. [editorial] 150 
Standard 151 

Bicyclists making a through movement shall not be accommodated in the turn lane 152 
where the turn lane is controlled by a traffic control signal and the turning movement is 153 
not always permitted to proceed simultaneously with the adjacent through movement. 154 
[clarify conditions for accommodating bicyclists in turn lanes at signalized intersections]  155 
Support:   156 

Examples of bicycle lane markings on approaches to intersections are shown in Figures 9E-157 
3, and 9E-4., and 9E-9.  [editorial] 158 
Guidance:   159 

The longitudinal line defining a bicycle lane should be dotted on approaches to intersections 160 
where turning vehicles may cross the path of through-moving bicycles.  161 
  162 
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 163 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-3 as presented in the NPA, but recommends revisions on 164 
Sheet 3 of 3 to correct a Left Turn Only Lane marking. 165 

 166 

 167 
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 168 
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 169 
 170 
 171 
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NCUTCD agrees with Figure 9E-4 as presented in the NPA.  172 
 173 

 174 
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Support:   175 
Buffer-separated and separated bicycle lanes require additional considerations at 176 

intersections, including sight distances for bicycles and other road users, user expectations, and 177 
intersection geometry.   178 
Option:   179 

A buffer-separated or separated bicycle lane may be shifted closer to, or further away from 180 
the adjacent general purpose lane depending upon site-specific conditions (see Figure 9E-7, 181 
Drawing D). [editorial] 182 
Guidance:   183 

A buffer-separated or separated bicycle lane should not be shifted away from the 184 
adjacent general purpose lane at an intersection unless is there is sufficient space for a vehicle 185 
to queue between the general purpose lane and the extension of the bicycle lane. [delete] 186 
Support:   187 

The purpose of shifting a buffer-separated or separated bicycle lane away from the 188 
adjacent general purpose lane is to allow the driver of a turning vehicle to undertake the tasks of 189 
turning and scanning for bicycle cross traffic in isolation versus simultaneously. Sufficient sight 190 
distance for both vehicle and bicycle is important in this design. (See Figure 9E-7, Drawing E). 191 
[editorial] 192 

The purpose of shifting a buffer-separated or separated bicycle lane towards the 193 
adjacent general purpose lane is to improve the visibility of bicycles to the adjacent traffic and 194 
avoid conflicts between turning vehicles and bicycles.  (See Figure 9E-7, Drawing D).  [editorial] 195 
Option:   196 

Where a general purpose lane is needed at an intersection and the approach also includes a 197 
separated or buffer-separated bicycle lane, a mixing zone may be established to allow general 198 
purpose traffic to share the roadway space that would otherwise be formerly occupied by the 199 
buffer and/or bicycle lane separation (see Figure 9E-5).  [editorial] 200 
Support: [relocated from below and edited] 201 

Mixing zones require bicycles and general traffic to share space, interrupting a buffer-202 
separated or separated bicycle lane where bicycles are otherwise separated from general traffic. It 203 
is important to consider the use of mixing zones in the context of a bicycle facility that is 204 
otherwise free of general traffic outside of crossing points at intersections and driveways. and 205 
roadway.  206 
Standard:   207 

Mixing zones shall be used only where the bicycle lane is one-way in the same direction 208 
of travel as the adjacent general purpose lane.   209 

Mixing zones shall have yield markings indicating where general purpose traffic 210 
entering the combined bicycle lane and turn lane shall yield to bicycles in the bicycle 211 
lane.  [Standard changed to Option below] 212 
Where a mixing zone continues to the intersection itself sharing space between the 213 
bicycle lane and the general purpose turn lane, shared lane markings and turn arrows shall 214 
be provided in the lane.  [Standard changed to Guidance below]  215 

Where a mixing zone allows for the Re-establishment of a bicycle lane after bicycles 216 
and general purpose lanes cross paths, a buffered or physically separated space should be 217 
provided between the bicycle lane and the adjacent general purpose lane (see Figure 9E-5).  218 
[Standard is written as Guidance, changed to Guidance below]  219 
 220 
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Support: 221 
Mixing zones require bicycles and general traffic to share space, interrupting a buffer-222 

separated or separated bicycle lane where bicycles are otherwise separated from general traffic. It 223 
is important to consider the use of mixing zones in the context of a bicycle facility that is 224 
otherwise free of general traffic outside of crossing points at intersections and driveways. 225 
[Support moved up] 226 
Guidance:  227 

Where a mixing zone allows for the re-establishment of a bicycle lane after bicycles 228 
and general purpose lanes cross paths, a buffered or physically separated space should be 229 
provided between the bicycle lane and the adjacent general purpose lane (see Figure 9E-230 
5). [Standard changed to Guidance for flexibility and edited for Figure reference.] 231 

Where a mixing zone continues to the intersection itself sharing space between the 232 
bicycle lane and the general purpose turn lane, shared lane markings and 233 
turn arrows should be provided in the lane. (See Figure 9E-5)) [Moved from Standard above to 234 
Guidance for flexibility and edited]  235 
Option 236 

Mixing zones may have yield markings indicating where general purpose traffic entering the 237 
combined bicycle lane and turn lane shall yield to bicycles in the bicycle lane. [Moved from 238 
Standard above to Option for needed flexibility] 239 

A dotted line marking may be used to mark the entry to a mixing zone and provide an 240 
adequate linear distance for motor vehicles to enter the mixing zone.  241 

 242 
  243 
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 244 
NCUTCD agrees with Figure 9E-5 as presented in the NPA. 245 

 246 

247 
______________________________________________________________________________ 248 
 249 
Section 9E.03 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.03 as presented in the NPA, as it 250 
is consistent with NCUTCD recommendation 14B-BIK-03, but recommends revisions as 251 
follows: 252 
• Remove unneeded wording in Support. 253 
• Relocate material to improve organization of the section. 254 
• Revise the first Standard to allow chevron markings in bike lanes and bike lane extensions. 255 

NCUTCD supports the use of chevrons where appropriate in bike lanes and bike lane 256 
extensions, such as through intersections. 257 

• Revise Standard material on bike lane extensions for buffered or separated bike lanes to 258 
Guidance. 259 

• Revise Standard material on bike lane extensions adjacent to a marked crosswalk to 260 
Guidance. 261 

 262 
Section 9E.03 Extensions of Bicycle Lanes through Intersections  263 
Support:  264 

Extensions of bicycle lanes through intersections can help identify the paths of bicycles and 265 
guide them on movements that could be difficult to discern.  Extensions of bicycle lanes through 266 
intersections also assist other users of the intersection to identify where bicycles are expected to 267 
operate and to recognize potentially unexpected conflict points.  268 
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The application of a bicycle lane extension in an intersection is important.  The design, 269 
placement, and maintenance of bicycle lane extensions through intersections, especially when 270 
contiguous to a crosswalk, have the potential to confuse pedestrians with low visual 271 
acuity. [remove unneeded wording] 272 

The width and color of lane extension markings are discussed in Section 3B.11. 273 
Option:  274 

The bicycle symbol, the arrow marking, pavement word markings, or a combination thereof 275 
may be used in bicycle lane extensions through intersections.  276 

Green colored pavement may be used in a bicycle lane extension consistent with Section 277 
3H.06. [move further down]  278 
Standard:  279 

Shared-lane markings or chevron markings shall not be used in bicycle lanes or bicycle 280 
lane extensions (see Section 9B.08).  [chevrons approved in 14A-BIK-01]  281 

When bicycle lanes are extended through an intersection, extensions of bicycle lanes 282 
through intersections shall use dotted line patterns.  [editorial] 283 

Lane extension markings shall be used to extend a buffer-separated or separated 284 
bicycle lane through intersections and driveways.  [change to Guidance and relocate down]  285 
Support:  286 

Separated and buffer-separated bicycle lanes may have alignments that are not as obvious 287 
within an intersection as a standard bicycle lane, therefore additional conspicuity is important 288 
where these types of bicycle lanes cross intersections. [relocate further down]  289 
Option: [relocated from above]  290 

The bicycle symbol, the arrow marking, pavement word markings, or a combination thereof 291 
may be used in bicycle lane extensions through intersections.  292 

Green colored pavement may be used in a bicycle lane extension consistent with Section 293 
3H.06.  294 
Guidance:  295 

The extension of a bicycle lane through an intersection should use two lines defining both 296 
lateral limits of the bicycle lane.  297 

Lane extension markings should be used to extend a buffer-separated or separated bicycle 298 
lane through intersections and driveways.  [change from Standard above to Guidance]  299 
Support:  300 

Separated and buffer-separated bicycle lanes may have alignments that are not as obvious 301 
within an intersection as a standard bicycle lane, therefore additional conspicuity is important 302 
where these types of bicycle lanes cross intersections. [relocated from above]  303 
Standard:  304 

Where the path of the bicycle lane through the intersection is contiguous to a crosswalk, 305 
two longitudinal dotted lines shall be provided to establish the lateral limits of the bicycle 306 
lane extension.  The transverse line establishing one side of the crosswalk, or the limit of a 307 
high-visibility crosswalk pattern (see Section 3C.05) that does not employ a transverse line, 308 
shall not be used to demarcate one side of the bicycle lane extension. [change to Guidance for 309 
added flexibility]  310 
Guidance;  311 

Where the path of the bicycle lane through the intersection is contiguous to a crosswalk, two 312 
longitudinal dotted lines should be provided to establish the lateral limits of the bicycle lane 313 
extension.  The transverse line establishing one side of the crosswalk, or the limit of a high-314 
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visibility crosswalk pattern (see Section 3C.05) that does not employ a transverse line, should 315 
not be used to demarcate one side of the bicycle lane extension.  316 
______________________________________________________________________________ 317 
 318 
Section 9E.04 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.04 as presented in the NPA, with 319 
one minor change to delete “rotated” in the Option statement. 320 
 321 
Section 9E.04 Bicycle Lanes at Driveways  322 
Support:  323 

Section 3B.11 contains information to determine if a driveway can be considered an 324 
intersection.  325 
Option:  326 

Bicycle lanes may be continued through a driveway using solid or dotted longitudinal 327 
line(s).  328 

The bicycle symbol, the arrow marking, pavement word markings, or a combination thereof 329 
may be used in bicycle lane extensions through driveways.  330 

Green-colored pavement (see Section 3H.06) may be used as a background to enhance the 331 
conspicuity of the rotated bicycle symbol at driveways. [delete “rotated”] 332 
______________________________________________________________________________ 333 
 334 
Section 9E.05 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.05 as presented in the NPA, but 335 
recommends adding new Support material addressing the use of separated lanes at circular 336 
intersections, revising the Standard prohibition on bike lanes to apply only to roundabouts,  and 337 
add a new Guidance statement to specify minimum offset of bicycle crossings at circular 338 
intersections.  339 
 340 
Section 9E.05 Bicycle Lanes at Circular Intersections  341 
Support: 342 

Separated bicycle lanes allow bicyclists to navigate a circular intersection and its crossing 343 
points without a merge into traffic or pedestrian facilities or without dismounting and using a 344 
crosswalk at the intersection crossing point. This is beneficial at multi-lane and higher speed 345 
circular intersections. [add new Support] 346 
Option: 347 

Separated bicycle lanes may be used in circular intersections other than roundabouts. [add for 348 
flexibility at some circular intersections] 349 
 350 
Standard: 351 

Bicycle lanes shall not be provided on the circulatory roadway of a roundabout. Circular 352 
intersection (see Chapter 3D). [revise to apply only to roundabouts] 353 
Guidance:  354 

Bicycle lane markings should stop at least 100 feet before the crosswalk, or if no crosswalk is 355 
provided, at least 100 feet before the yield line, or if no yield line is provided, then at least 100 356 
feet before the edge of the circulatory roadway. 357 

If used, bicycle crossings should be a minimum of 20 feet from the edge of the circular 358 
roadway. [add new Guidance statement to specify minimum offset of bicycle crossings] 359 
Support: 360 
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Section 9E.10 contains information on using shared-lane markings to facilitate the bicycle 361 
movement through a circular intersection. 362 

The "Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities” authored by the American 363 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (see Section 1A.05) contains 364 
information on designing for bicycles on the sidewalk in lieu of, or in addition to, using shared-365 
lane markings in the circular roadway of the intersection. 366 
___________________________________________________________________________ 367 
 368 
Section 9E.06 Comments:  NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.06 as presented in the NPA, as 369 
it is consistent with NCUTCD recommendation 18B-BIK-05, but recommends revising some 370 
Standard statements to Guidance, revising an Option statement, and adding two Guidance 371 
statements in accordance with NCUTCD recommendation 18B-BIK-05 to allow greater 372 
flexibility for marking the buffer space.  373 
 374 
Section 9E.06 Buffer-Separated Bicycle Lanes  375 
Support:  376 

Buffer-separated bike lanes provide additional lateral separation between a bicycle lane and a 377 
general purpose travel lane by a pattern of pavement markings without the presence of vertical 378 
elements or parked vehicles. Providing a buffer space between a bicycle lane and a general 379 
purpose lane can reduce vehicle encroachment into the bicycle lane.  [editorial] 380 

Providing a buffer space between a bicycle lane and a parking lane can reduce crashes 381 
involving bicycles and the opening of vehicle doors from the parking lane. 382 
Standard: 383 

If used, and except as provided in Paragraph 5, a buffer space shall be marked with 384 
longitudinal lines as follows: [change to Guidance below per 18B-BIK-05]  385 

A.  A solid white line along both edges of the buffer space where crossing 386 
is prohibited, or [change to Guidance below per 18B-BIK-05]  387 

B.   A broken single white line along one or both edges of the buffer space where 388 
crossing is allowed, with a solid white line along the other edge of the buffer space. [change 389 
to Guidance below per 18B-BIK-05]  390 
Guidance:  391 

A buffer between a bicycle lane and general purpose lane or parking lane should be 392 
delineated by normal width white lines. [changed to Guidance from Standard above per 18B-393 
BIK-05]  394 

Engineering judgment should be used to establish intermittent breaks or interruptions in the 395 
buffer space, such as for driveways or on-street parallel parking lanes, in order to convey access 396 
points or an otherwise general legal movement to cross the buffer space (see Figure 9E-6).  397 
Option:  398 

Buffer spaces may be established without specific longitudinal lines if contiguous facilities 399 
have longitudinal lines or other pavement markings themselves that, when installed, 400 
automatically demarcate the buffer space (see Drawings B and C of Figure 3E-3).  401 
Standard:  402 

Except as provided in Paragraph 8, a through buffer-separated bicycle lane shall not be 403 
positioned to the right of a right turn only lane or to the left of a left turn only lane.    404 
Option:  405 
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A buffer-separated bicycle lane may be placed to the right of a right-turn lane (or to the left 406 
of a left-turn lane) only if a bicycle signal face (see Chapter 9F) is used and the signal phasing 407 
and signing eliminates any potential conflicts between the bicycle movement and the turning 408 
movement.  409 
Guidance:  410 

The width of the buffer space should be at least three times the width of the normal or wide 411 
longitudinal line used to mark the buffer space.  412 

Where a buffer space is two to four feet wide, one-directional diagonal markings should be 413 
applied. [add per18B-BIK-05]  414 

Where a buffer space is greater than four feet wide, chevron markings should be 415 
applied. [add per 18B-BIK-05]  416 
Option:  417 

Where a buffer space is less than three two feet wide, one-directional diagonal markings or 418 
no markings at all in the buffer space may can be applied.  [revise per 18B-BIK-05]  419 
Standard:  420 

If used, one-directional diagonal markings shall slant away from traffic in the adjacent 421 
travel lane for motor vehicle traffic.  422 
Guidance:  423 

Where used, the spacing of chevrons or one-directional diagonal markings should be 10 feet 424 
or greater.  425 
Support:  426 

Chevron and one-directional diagonal markings convey that the buffer space is not an 427 
additional bicycle lane or other travel lane open to traffic.  428 
Standard:  429 

A buffer space three feet or wider shall use chevron or one-directional diagonal 430 
markings within the buffer. [changed to Guidance above per 18B-BIK-05]  431 
Guidance:  432 

Lane extension markings should be used to extend a buffer-separated bicycle lane across 433 
intersections and driveways.  434 
 435 
  436 
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 437 
NCUTCD recommends replacing Figure 9E-6 as presented in the NPA with Figure 9C-xx from 438 
NCUTCD recommendation 18B-BIK-05 to better depict commonly-used markings for buffer-439 
separated bicycle lanes. 440 
 441 

 442 
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 443 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 444 
 445 
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Section 9E.07 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.07 as presented in the NPA, but 446 
recommends editorial revisions to be consistent with current definitions, adding a new Support 447 
statement to address left-side facilities, revise the Standard addressing two-way bicycle lanes at 448 
intersections to eliminate a conflict with Section 4H.01, revise a Standard on directional arrows 449 
to Guidance to allow greater flexibility for marking separated bicycle lanes, and delete Guidance 450 
on traffic conflicts addressed in Chapter 4H.  451 
 452 
Section 9E.07 Separated Bicycle Lanes  453 
Support:  454 

Separated bicycle lanes provide a physical separation between a general purpose travel lane 455 
and a bicycle lane through the use of that contains vertical objects or vertical separation between 456 
the general travel lane and bicycle lane.  Providing a physical separation between a bicycle lane 457 
and a general purpose lane can reduce vehicle encroachment into the bicycle lane beyond a 458 
marked buffer alone and can in some cases prevent that encroachment altogether. [editorial 459 
change to be consistent with current definitions] 460 

Physical separation between general purpose lanes and bicycle lanes introduces additional 461 
design considerations over buffer-separated bicycle lanes, including the awareness of a 462 
potentially unexpected conflict point for turning vehicles and the provision of adequate sight 463 
distance for all users at intersections and driveway crossings.  464 
Option: 465 

Vertical elements used to provide separation between general purpose lanes and bicycle lanes 466 
may include, but are not limited to tubular markers, raised island, medians, or parked 467 
vehicles. [editorial change to be consistent with current definitions] 468 
Support:  469 

Where on-street parking is provided adjacent to in the buffer area of a separated bicycle lane, 470 
pedestrians will have to access those vehicles, including added space consideration for ADA 471 
accessible parking spots. [editorial change and addition of ADA considerations] 472 
Guidance: 473 

BIKE LANE (R3-7) signing should be used where a separated bicycle lane may be confused 474 
for a general purpose lane. 475 
Standard:  476 

Where a parking lane serves as the separation between a general purpose travel lane 477 
and a separated bicycle lane, a buffer space shall be provided between the parking lane and 478 
the bicycle lane to allow for opening doors of parked vehicles. [editorial change to be 479 
consistent with current definitions] 480 
Support: 481 

Separated bicycle lanes may be designed for one-way or two-way bicycle travel. Providing 482 
one-way separated bicycle lanes in the same direction as and on the right side of the general 483 
purpose lane, whether on a one-way or on a two-way roadway, accommodates the expectations 484 
of road users and may create fewer conflict points at intersections or driveway crossings. 485 
[editorial change to be consistent with current definitions] 486 

One-way or two-way separated bicycle lanes located on the left side of one-way streets can 487 
reduce conflicts with transit operations or right turns on red. [add new Support for left-side 488 
facilities.] 489 
Option: 490 
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Separated bicycle lanes may be provided on one or both sides of a roadway or in a center 491 
median.  492 
Support: 493 

The presence of two-way separated bicycle lanes on one side of a roadway or in a center 494 
median introduces additional challenges and conflict points. The 2015 FHWA “Separated Bike 495 
Lane Design Guide” The "Guide for Development of Bicycle Facilities” authored by the 496 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (see Section 1A.05) 497 
contains information on design considerations when selecting the design for a separated bicycle 498 
lane. [editorial change to be consistent with current publications] 499 

Information regarding the design requirements for pedestrians who would interact with a 500 
separated bicycle lane can be found in the "Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility 501 
Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG)" (see Section 1A.05) and the Public Rights-of-502 
Way Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG) (see Section 1A.05). 503 
Standard: 504 

The edge line and lane line colors used for separated bicycle lanes shall conform to the 505 
requirements in Chapter 3A (see Figure 9E-7). 506 

Where two-way separated bicycle lanes are provided on one side of a roadway or in a 507 
center median, conflicting vehicle traffic at signalized intersections shall be prohibited by 508 
signal indications to cross the two-way separated bicycle lane when bicycle traffic is 509 
allowed to proceed through the intersection except if an engineering study has been 510 
conducted and concludes that the conflicting simultaneous permissive turning movements 511 
are appropriate. See Chapter 4H. [Change to remove conflict with Section 4H.01] 512 

Right turns and left turns on red shall be prohibited across separated bicycle lanes 513 
while bicycle traffic is allowed to proceed through the intersection. [editorial] 514 

Directional arrows shall be used in conjunction with the bicycle lane symbol or word 515 
marking in separated bicycle lanes, placed downstream from the symbol or word marking  516 
Guidance [Standard changed to Guidance for flexibility]  517 

Directional arrows should be used in conjunction with the bicycle lane symbol or word 518 
marking in separated bicycle lanes, placed downstream from the symbol or word marking. 519 
Support: 520 

Additional information on signals for bicycle facilities is found in Chapter 4H.   521 
Guidance: 522 

Conflicting traffic at signalized intersections should be prohibited by signal indications 523 
to cross a one-way separated bicycle lane with the same direction of travel as the 524 
adjacent general purpose lane when bicycle traffic is allowed to proceed through the 525 
intersection, [delete - addressed in Chapter 4H]  526 
Standard: 527 

The buffer space for separated bicycle lane shall be marked with solid longitudinal 528 
lines. 529 

A marked buffer space two feet or wider for a separated bicycle lane, including those 530 
buffer spaces where tubular markers are provided, shall use chevron or one-directional 531 
diagonal markings within the buffer, unless physical separation is provided that occupies 532 
the majority of the buffer space, such as medians or parked vehicles. 533 
Guidance:  534 

Where used in the buffer area of a separated bicycle lane, the spacing of chevrons or one-535 
directional diagonal markings should be 10 feet or greater. 536 
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Crosswalks that cross a separated bicycle lane should be marked consistent with the style of 537 
crosswalk marking provided across the adjacent general purpose lane. 538 
Support: 539 

Where on-street parking is provided in the buffer area of a separated bicycle lane, the 540 
chevron or diagonal marking provisions in Section 9E.06 apply to the area outside of the marked 541 
parking area within the buffer (see Figure 9E-7).  542 

Section 9B.210 contains information on the TURNING VEHICLES YIELD LEFT TURN 543 
YIELD TO Bicycles (R10-12b) signs series used with traffic signals and contra-counter-flow 544 
bicycle lanes. [revise per 18B-BIK-01] 545 

Intersection treatments for separated bicycle lanes can vary depending on the geometric and 546 
operational conditions at the intersection (see Section 9E.02). 547 
 548 
  549 
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 550 
NCUTCD agrees with Figure 9E-7 as presented in the NPA. 551 

 552 

 553 
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 554 
_____________________________________________________________________________  555 
 556 
Section 9E.08 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.08 as presented in the NPA, as it 557 
is consistent with NCUTCD recommendation 14A-BIK-06, but recommends revisions as 558 
follows: 559 
• Revise all instances of “counter-flow” to “contra-flow” 560 
• Revise Standard on placement between general purpose lanes and on-street parking to 561 

Guidance for greater flexibility for marking contra-flow bicycle lanes 562 
• Revise Standard on signing at intersections to Guidance for greater flexibility for signing 563 

contra-flow bicycle lanes 564 
• Other editorial revisions as needed 565 
 566 
Section 9E.08 ContraCounter-flow Bicycle Lanes  567 
Support: 568 

ContraCounter-flow bicycle lanes are one-directional and provide a lawful path of travel for 569 
bicycles in the opposite direction from general traffic on a roadway that allows general traffic to 570 
travel in only one direction. [revise per 14A-BIK-06] 571 

ContraCounter-flow bicycle lanes establish two-way traffic on a roadway. Section 9B.20 572 
contains information on the LEFT TURN YIELD TO Bicycles (R10-12b) sign used with traffic 573 
signals and contracounter-flow bicycle lanes. [revise per 14A-BIK-06] 574 
Guidance:  575 

Where used, a contra counter-flow bicycle lane should be marked such that bicycles in the 576 
contracounter-flow lane travel on their right-hand side of the road in accordance with normal 577 
rules of the road, with opposing traffic on the left. [revise per 14A-BIK-06] 578 
Standard:  579 

ContraCounter-flow bicycle lanes shall use double yellow center line pavement marking 580 
(see Section 3B.01), a buffer per Section 3B.243B-25, raised median island (see Section 581 
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3J.043), or some form of physical separation where the speed limit is 30 mph 582 
or below. [revise per 14A-BIK-06 and Figure reference] 583 
Standard:  584 

For speed limits 35 mph or above, a buffer per Section 3B.254, a painted or 585 
raised median island, or some form of physical separation shall be used to separate a 586 
contra counter-flow bicycle lane from the adjacent travel lane. [revise per 14A-BIK-06 and 587 
Figure reference] 588 

Counter-flow bicycle lanes shall not be used between a general purpose lane and an on-589 
street parallel parking lane for motor vehicles. [Standard statement revised to Guidance 590 
below] 591 
Guidance:  592 

Contra-flow bicycle lanes should not be used between a general purpose lane and an on-593 
street parallel parking lane for motor vehicles.  594 
Support:  595 

Since counter-flow bicycle movements can be unexpected, lane extension markings can help 596 
road users identify where counter-flow bicycle movements cross intersections.  597 

Standard: [Standard statements revised to Guidance below per 14A-BIK-06]  598 
Where signs are provided to regulate turns from streets or driveways that intersect with a 599 
roadway that has a counter-flow bicycle lane, ONE WAY signs (see Section 2B.51) shall not be 600 
used.  Movement Prohibition signs (see Section 2B.28) with supplemental Except Bicycles (R3-601 
7bP) plaque(s) shall be used (see Figure 9E-6).  602 
If a DO NOT ENTER (R5-1) sign(s) is used at egress points for motor vehicle traffic, the Except 603 
Bicycles plaque(s) shall be placed under the DO NOT ENTER sign (see Figure 9E-8) where 604 
a counter-flow bicycle lane is used. [Standard statements revised to Guidance below per 14A-605 
BIK-06]  606 
Guidance:  607 

Where signs are provided to regulate turns from streets or driveways that intersect with a 608 
roadway that has a contra-flow bicycle lane, ONE WAY signs (see Section 2B.50) should not be 609 
used.  Movement Prohibition signs (see Section 2B.26) with supplemental Except Bicycles (R3-610 
7bP) plaque(s) should be used (see Figure 9E-8).  611 

If a DO NOT ENTER (R5-1) sign(s) is used at egress points for motor vehicle traffic, the 612 
Except Bicycles plaque(s) should be placed under the DO NOT ENTER sign (see Figure 9E-8) 613 
where a contra-flow bicycle lane is used.  614 
Standard:  615 

Where intersection traffic controls are provided (e.g. stop or yield signs, traffic signals, 616 
etc.), appropriate devices shall be provided and oriented towards bicycles in the 617 
contracounter-flow lane. [revise per 14A-BIK-06] 618 

At signalized locations, appropriate bicycle signalization (See Chapter 9F 4H) shall be 619 
provided and oriented towards bicycles in the contracounter-flow lane, including a method 620 
for contracounter-flow bicycles to actuate receive the green phase for the contracounter-621 
flow movement. [revise per 14A-BIK-06] 622 
Support:  623 

Higher levels of traffic control or additional signalization, signing and/or pavement marking 624 
treatments can be helpful for intersecting traffic where the contracounter-flow bicycle movement 625 
is unexpected. [revise per 14A-BIK-06] 626 
Guidance:  627 
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An appropriate Bicycle Cross Traffic Warning plaque (see Section 9C.06) should be used 628 
below a STOP sign on the cross-street at intersections where a contracounter-flow bicycle lane 629 
is provided on the primary street. [revise per 14A-BIK-06] 630 
 631 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-8 as presented in the NPA, but recommends replacing 632 
“Counter-Flow” with “Contra-Flow” in the title and replacing R3-7aP EXCEPT BICYCLES 633 
plaques with the symbol version in accordance with NCUTCD recommendation 09A-BIK-01.  634 

 635 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 636 
 637 
Section 9E.09 Comments: NCUTCD recommends revising 9E.09 as follows: 638 
• Add mixing zones to the list of appropriate situations 639 
• Delete the Standard statement prohibiting green-colored pavement behind the shared lane 640 

marking and add an Option statement permitting this treatment - NCUTCD supports the use 641 
of green-colored pavement behind the shared lane marking in accordance with NCUTCD 642 
recommendation 16B-BIK-01 643 

• Revise the Guidance statement on lateral positioning to Option 644 
• Other editorial revisions as needed  645 
Section 9E.09 Shared-Lane Marking  646 
Option: 647 

The shared-lane marking shown in Figure 9E-9 may be used to: 648 
A. Assist bicyclists with lateral positioning in a shared lane with on-street parallel parking in 649 

order to reduce the chance of a bicyclist’s impacting the open door of a parked vehicle,  650 

Replace 
with 
symbol 
version of 
Bikes 
Excepted 
plaque 
(typical) 

Replace with symbol version of 
Bikes Excepted plaque(typical) 
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B. Assist bicyclists with lateral positioning in lanes that are too narrow for a motor vehicle 651 
and a bicycle to travel side by side within the same traffic lane,  652 

C. Alert road users of the lateral location bicycles are likely to occupy within the traveled 653 
way, 654 

D. Encourage safe passing of bicycles by motor vehicles, and  655 
E. Reduce the incidence of wrong-way bicycling in the roadway, and  656 
F. Assist bicyclists with lateral positioning in mixing zones. [added to list] 657 

 658 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-5 as presented in the NPA, but recommends replacing 659 
R3-7aP EXCEPT BICYCLES plaques with the symbol version in accordance with NCUTCD 660 
recommendation 09A-BIK-01. 661 

 662 
Guidance: 663 

The shared-lane marking should not be placed on roadways that have a speed limit of 40 664 
mph or more. 665 
Standard:  666 

Shared-lane markings shall not be used in: 667 
A. Shoulders,  668 
B. Bicycle lanes or in designated extensions of bicycle lanes through 669 

intersections or driveways,  670 
C. A travel lane that in which light-rail transit vehicles also travel,  671 
D. The transition area where a motor vehicle entering a mandatory an exclusive 672 

turn lane must weave across bicycle traffic in bicycle lanes, [editorial] 673 

Replace with 
symbol version sign 
(typical) 
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E. Two-stage turn boxes,  674 
F. Bicycle Boxes,  675 
G. Shared-use paths or shared-use path crossings, or  676 
H. Physically separated bikeways, either in the roadway or on an independent 677 

right-of-way  678 
Green-colored pavement shall not be applied as a background to shared-lane markings 679 

(see Section 3H.06). [Standard revised to Option per 16B-BIK-01] 680 
 681 
 682 
Option: 683 

Green colored pavement may be applied as a background underlay to enhance the 684 
conspicuity of Shared Lane Markings. [per16B-BIK-01]  685 
Guidance: 686 

If used in a shared lane with on-street parallel parking, shared-lane markings should be 687 
placed so that the centers of the markings are a minimum of 12 feet from the face of the curb, or 688 
from the edge of the pavement where there is no curb.  689 

If used on a street without on-street parking that has an outside travel lane that is less than 690 
14 feet wide, Shared Lane Markings should be placed so that the centers of the markings are a 691 
minimum of 4 feet from the face of the curb, or from the edge of the pavement where there is no 692 
curb.  693 

Where they are used in travel lanes that are too narrow for bicycles and motor vehicles 694 
to operate safely side-by-side), Shared Lane Markings should be placed in the center of the 695 
travel lane.  [Guidance changed to Option below per 16A-BIK-01]  696 

At non-intersection locations, the Shared Lane Marking should be spaced at intervals not 697 
less than 50 feet and not greater than 250 feet.  698 

The first Shared Lane Marking downstream from an intersection should be placed no more 699 
than 50 feet from the intersection.  700 
Option:  701 

Where they are used in travel lanes that are too narrow for bicycles and motor vehicles to 702 
operate safely side-by-side), Shared Lane Markings may be placed in the center of the travel 703 
lane. [Guidance changed to Option statement per 16B-BIK-01]  704 

Section 9B.14 describes a Bicycles May Use Full Lane sign that may be used in addition to 705 
or instead of the shared-lane marking to inform road users that bicycles might occupy the travel 706 
lane.  707 
Guidance:  708 

If the Bicycles May Use Full Lane signs (R4-11) is used as an addition to Shared Lane 709 
Marking, the marking should be placed so that the centers of the markings are in the 710 
approximate center of the travel lane.  711 
Option:  712 

The shared-lane marking may be used (See Figure 9E-9) where the width of the roadway is 713 
insufficient to continue a bicycle lane or separated bikeway on the approach to the intersection, 714 
or it is advantageous to terminate the bicycle lane or separated bikeway in order to provide for a 715 
shared lane.  716 

The shared-lane marking may be used on an approaches to an intersections (See Figure 9E-4 717 
9E-5) in a exclusive turn lanes to continue a bicycle lane where there is insufficient width in the 718 
roadway for both the bicycle lane and turn lane. [editorial] 719 
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 720 
 721 
[NCUTCD recommends restoring Figure 9C-9 from the 2009 MUTCD for the shared lane 722 
marking symbol in Chapter 2E. 723 

 724 
____________________________________________________________________ 725 
 726 
Section 9E.10 Comments: NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.10 as presented in the NPA, as it 727 
is consistent with NCUTCD recommendation 16B-BIK-01, but recommends adding a Guidance 728 
statement to provide improved guidance for positioning of the shared lane marking in the lane in 729 
a circular intersection. 730 
 731 
Section 9E.10 Shared-Lane Markings for Circular Intersections 732 
Guidance: 733 

Shared-lane markings should not be used in the circulatory roadway of the circular 734 
intersection if the circulatory roadway is multi-lane. 735 

If used, shared-lane markings should be placed at the center of the travel lane. [revise per 736 
16B-BIK-01] 737 
Support:  738 

The "Guide for Development of Bicycle Facilities” authored by the American Association of 739 
State Highway and Transportation Officials (see Section 1A.05) contains information on 740 
designing for bicycles on the sidewalk in lieu of, or in addition to, using shared-lane markings in 741 
the circular roadway of the intersection.  742 
______________________________________________________________________________ 743 
 744 
Section 9E.11 Comment:  NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.11 as presented in the NPA, as it 745 
is consistent with NCUTCD recommendation 14A-BIK-01, but recommends deleting a 746 
redundant Standard statement and adding a Guidance statement regarding position of the turn 747 
box relative to the stop line and crosswalk.  748 
 749 
Section 9E.11 Two-Stage Bicycle Turn Boxes  750 
Support:  751 

Two-stage bicycle turn boxes allow bicyclists bicycles the opportunity to make turns at an 752 
intersection or crossing point that does not require them to merge into traffic upstream or to 753 
dismount and use a crosswalk at the intersection or crossing point. [editorial] 754 

Section 9B.187 contains information on regulatory signing that shall be used in conjunction 755 
with a two-stage bicycle turn box pavement marking where bicyclists are required to use the turn 756 
box. use of the turn box is required. [editorial] 757 
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Section 9D.13 contains information on guide signing that can be used in conjunction with a 758 
two-stage bicycle turn box pavement marking where bicyclists are not required to use the turn 759 
box. use of the turn box is optional. [editorial] 760 
Standard:  761 

If used, two-stage bicycle turn boxes shall be located:  762 
A. In an area between the closest through bicycle or motor vehicle movement and the 763 

parallel crosswalk (see Drawing A of Figure 9E-10), or  764 
B. In an area between the through bicycle movement and the parallel pedestrian 765 

crossing movement if no crosswalk is established (see Drawing B of Figure 9E-10), or  766 
C. On the innermost side of the bicycle facility provided that the two-stage turn box is 767 

located in a portion of the intersection where parallel or motor vehicle traffic does not 768 
travel; such as projections of islands or parking lanes (see Drawing C of Figure 9E-10), or   769 

D. In an area between the through bicycle movement and a pedestrian facility for T-770 
intersections (see Drawing D of Figure 9E-10).  771 

A two-stage bicycle turn box shall consist of at least one bicycle symbol pavement 772 
marking, and at least one pavement marking arrow.  773 

A turn arrow in the appropriate direction shall be used if a two-stage turn box is used 774 
with a one-way bicycle lane, and a through arrow in the appropriate direction shall be used 775 
if a two-stage turn box is used with a two-way bikeway bicycle lane (see Figure 9E-11). two-776 
stage bicycle turn boxes that facilitate turns from a one-way bikeway, the bicycle symbol 777 
shall precede the pavement marking turn arrow in the direction of bicycle travel. [Delete 778 
portion of Standard statement which is repeated below]  779 

A two-stage bicycle turn box shall be bounded on all sides by a solid white line.  780 
For two-stage bicycle turn boxes that facilitate turns from a one-way bikeway, the 781 

bicycle symbol shall precede the pavement marking turn arrow in the direction of bicycle 782 
travel.  783 

Passive detection of bicycles in the two-stage bicycle turn box shall be provided if the 784 
signal phase that permits bicycles to enter the intersection during the second stage of their 785 
turn is actuated.    786 
 787 
  788 
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 789 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-10 as presented in the NPA, but recommends deleting 790 
misplaced lane arrow markings in example A.  791 

 792 
 793 
 794 
 795 
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NCUTCD agrees with Figure 9E-11 as presented in the NPA.. 796 
 797 

 798 
 799 
Option:  800 

For two-stage turn boxes that facilitate turns from a two-way bikeway, a through arrow 801 
pavement marking may be used to orientate bicycles in the direction of the movement to be 802 
accomplished by the second stage of the turn (see Figure 9E-11).  803 
Guidance:  804 

Engineering judgment should be used to develop the size of the two-stage bicycle turn box. 805 
Factors considered should include intersection geometry and keeping queued bicycles away 806 
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from moving traffic, as well as peak hour bicycle volumes so that there would be no overflow of 807 
the two-stage turn box that does not subjects any bicyclist to conflicting movements. [editorial] 808 

A two-stage turn queuing box should be located downstream of the crosswalk and 809 
downstream of the stop line. [added Guidance statement from 14A-BIK-01]  810 
Option: 811 

The two-stage turn box may use green-colored pavement.  812 
Standard:  813 

If used, green-colored pavement shall encompass the full limit of the two-stage turn 814 
box.  815 

Where the path of vehicles lawfully turning on red would pass through a two-stage 816 
bicycle turn box, the cross street shall implement a full-time turns on red prohibition.  817 
______________________________________________________________________________ 818 
 819 
Section 9E.12 Comments:  NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.12 as presented in the NPA, as 820 
it is consistent with NCUTCD recommendation 13B-BIK-01, but recommends adding two 821 
Option statements regarding left-side bicycle lanes and extension of the box across multiple 822 
lanes. 823 
 824 
Section 9E.12 Bicycle Box  825 
Option:  826 

A bicycle box (see Figure 9E-12) may be used to increase the visibility of stopped bicycles 827 
on the approach to a signalized intersection during the portion of the signal cycle when a red 828 
signal indication is being displayed to motor vehicles in the approach lane(s) that is behind the 829 
box.   830 

A bicycle box may be used at intersections to shift bicycle traffic from one side of a roadway 831 
to another to continue onward. [Option added to accommodate left-side bicycle lanes.] 832 
Guidance:  833 

At intersections where a discernible number of conflicts between vehicles turning across 834 
through bicycles in a bicycle lane has been demonstrated during the green interval of a signal, 835 
other treatments should be used. the bicycle box should not be used  [editorial] 836 

Other treatments should be considered for conflicts between turning vehicles and through 837 
bicycles such as using leading or exclusive signal phases, or separating turning traffic 838 
from through traffic through exclusive turn lanes.  839 

A bicycle lane should be used on the approach to a bicycle box.   840 
A bicycle box should not be contiguous with a crosswalk.  A stop line on the downstream end 841 

of the bicycle box should be used to mark the location where bicycles are required to stop.  842 
Option  843 

A bicycle box may extend across more than one general purpose approach lane for motor 844 
vehicles. [Option added to accommodate use of box on multi-lane approaches] 845 
Standard:  846 

If used, the distance from the upstream edge of the bicycle box that is nearest to the 847 
stop line for motor vehicles to the downstream edge of the bicycle box that is nearest the 848 
crosswalk or intersection shall be at least 10 feet.  At least one bicycle symbol marking (see 849 
Figure 9E-12) shall be used in the bicycle box.   850 

Where an existing stop line for motor vehicles is relocated upstream to install a new 851 
bicycle box, the yellow change and red clearance intervals (see Section 4F.17) shall be 852 
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recalculated and if necessary, reprogrammed to accommodate the length of the bicycle 853 
box.  854 

Countdown pedestrian signals (see Section 4I.05) for the crosswalk or pedestrian 855 
crossing movement that crosses the approach shall be installed when a accompany bicycle 856 
boxes that extends across more than one approach lane for motor vehicles. [editorial] 857 

Turns on red shall be prohibited from any approach lane that is behind the bicycle box. 858 
the lane where a bicycle box is placed. [editorial] 859 
Guidance:  860 

Countdown pedestrian signals for the crosswalk or pedestrian crossing movement that 861 
crosses the approach should accompany bicycle boxes where it is demonstrated that bicycles 862 
arrive at the intersection at or near the end of the red signal indication being displayed to traffic 863 
in the approach lane(s) that is behind the box.  864 
Option:  865 

Green-colored pavement may be used in a bicycle box.   866 
Standard:  867 

If used, green-colored pavement shall encompass be used in the full limits of the bicycle 868 
box. [editorial] 869 
Support:  870 

Section 9B.02 contains information on the Except Bicycles plaque that can be used below the 871 
STOP HERE ON RED (R10-6 or R10-6a) sign (see Section 2B.63) to exempt the bicycle from 872 
the requirement of the advance stop line. [editorial] 873 
 874 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-12 as presented in the NPA, but recommends adding 875 
titles to figures and on sheet 2 of 2 replacing R3-7aP EXCEPT BICYCLES plaques with the 876 
symbol version in accordance with NCUTCD recommendation 09A-BIK-01. 877 
 878 

 879 
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 880 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 881 
 882 
Section 9E.13 Comments:   NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.13 in the NPA but recommends 883 
changing the Standard statement regarding markings for paths at crossings of unpaved roads to 884 
Guidance and the Guidance statement on colored pavement at intersections to Option.  885 
 886 
Section 9E.13 Shared-Use Paths  887 
Option:  888 

Where shared-use paths are of sufficient width to designate two minimum width lanes, a 889 
solid yellow center line may be used to separate the two directions of travel where passing or 890 
traveling to the left of the line is not permitted. A broken yellow center line may be used where 891 
passing is permitted (see Figure 9E-13).  892 
 893 
 894 
 895 
 896 
 897 
 898 
 899 
 900 
 901 

Replace R3-7bP with 
symbol version per 
09A-BIK-01. 
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NCUTCD agrees with Figure 9E-13 as presented in the NPA. 902 

 903 
Guidance:  904 

Broken lines used on shared-use paths should have a nominal 3-foot segment with a 9-foot 905 
gap.   906 
Option:  907 

A solid white line may be used on shared-use paths to separate different types of users in the 908 
same direction.  The R9-7 sign (see Section 9B.13) may be used to supplement the solid white 909 
line.  910 

Smaller size pavement word markings and symbols may be used on shared-use paths.  Where 911 
arrows are needed on shared-use paths, half-size layouts of the arrows may be used (see Section 912 
3B.20).  913 
Standard:  914 

Where a shared-use path crosses a roadway, crosswalk markings shall be used (see 915 
Chapter 3C). [Standard changed to Guidance and add “paved roadway” to allow flexibility for 916 
unpaved roads] 917 
Guidance:  918 

Where a shared-use path crosses a paved roadway, crosswalk markings should be used (see 919 
Chapter 3C).  920 
 921 
 922 
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Option:  923 
Where pedestrian and bicycle movements on a shared-use path are separated on the approach 924 

to a roadway crossing, parallel bicycle and pedestrian crossing markings may be used as shown 925 
in Figure 9E-14.  926 

If parallel bicycle and pedestrian crossing markings are used where a shared-use path crosses 927 
a roadway, crossing areas for bicycles may should use green-colored pavement. if the shared-use 928 
path crossing has a high volume of either mode.    [revise Guidance below to Option to conform 929 
with Figure 9E-14].  930 
Guidance:  931 

If parallel bicycle and pedestrian crossing markings are used where a shared-use path 932 
crosses a roadway, crossing areas for bicycles should use green-colored pavement if the shared-933 
sue path crossing has a high volume of either mode.  934 
 935 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-14 as presented in the NPA, but notes the width of 936 
the crosswalk appears to be too narrow in the figure when compared to other markings.   937 

938 
________________________________________________________________________ 939 
 940 
Section 9E.14 Comments:  NCUTCD generally agrees with 9E.14 as presented in the NPA, but 941 
recommends revising one Standard statement to a Guidance statement to allow use of bicycle 942 
route pavement markings in separated bicycle facilities to provide route connectivity and 943 
continuity. NCUTCD also recommends deleting the Standard statement prohibiting markings 944 
from substituting for signs as it conflicts with the adjacent Guidance statement, and other 945 
editorial changes as needed.  946 
 947 
Section 9E.14  Bicycle Route Pavement Markings  948 
Option:  949 
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Bicycle route pavement markings simulating guide signs for bicycle routes (see Section 950 
9D.02 through 9D.07) and route auxiliary plaques (see Section 9D.08) may be used to 951 
supplement guide signing to help bicyclists in navigation (see Figure 9E-15). [editorial] 952 
 953 
Standard:  954 

Bicycle route pavement markings route markers shall shall be limited to shared-use 955 
paths, buffered bicycle lanes, or separated bicycle lanes.  Bicycle 956 
route pavement markings route markers shall not be used in standard bicycle lanes, 957 
bufferseparated bicycle lanes, or in shared lanes. [revise Standard statement to allow use on 958 
other types of separated bicycle facilities]  959 

Except as provided in Paragraph 4, bicycle route pavement markings simulating official 960 
guide signs for bicycle routes shall be supplemental to the sign(s) and shall not be a 961 
substitute for the sign(s). [delete as it conflicts with Guidance statement below]  962 
Guidance:  963 

A systematic methodology of locating the guide sign adjacent to the bicycle route pavement 964 
marking should be used that includes locations where either the sign or the pavement marking 965 
can exist alone to avoid overuse of the guide sign or the pavement marking. [editorial] 966 

The route marker Bicycle route pavement markings should not be elongated. [editorial] 967 
The location, size, and materials of the route marker bicycle route pavement markings should 968 

be considered that will minimize loss of traction for bicycles under wet conditions. [editorial] 969 
 970 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-15 as presented in the NPA, but notes that the 971 
pavement marking graphics appear elongated, which is not consistent with provisions in Section 972 
9E-14. The figure is also unclear as to whether the cardinal direction marking is required or 973 
optional. 974 

 975 

These pavement marking numbers 
appear elongated, which is discouraged 
by the Guidance statement in this 
section. 

Unclear in text whether NORTH 
legend is required as a supplement 
to the plaque or optional. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 976 
 977 
Section 9E.15 Comments:  NCUTCD agrees with 9E.15 as presented in the NPA with minor 978 
editorial revisions.  979 
 980 
Section 9E.15 Bicycle Detector Symbol 981 
Option: 982 

The bicycle detector symbol (see Figure 9C-16) may be placed on the pavement indicating 983 
the optimum position for a bicycle to actuate the signal. 984 

Appropriately sized WAIT HERE FOR GREEN word markings may be placed on the 985 
pavement immediately below the bicycle detector symbol.  986 
 A R10-22 sign (see Section 9B.219B.20) may be installed to supplement the bicycle detector 987 
symbol pavement marking. [editorial] 988 
Support:  989 
 The Standard Highway Signs and Markings Book contains details for incorporating green-990 
colored pavement as a background enhancement to the bicycle detector symbol. 991 
 992 
NCUTCD recommends revising Figure 9E-16 so the word legend under the bicycle symbol 993 
reads in standard word legend marking order; e.g. first words farthest upstream, in accordance 994 
with NCUTCD recommendation 18B-BIK-06. 995 

 996 
__________________________________________________________________________________- 997 
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 998 
Section 9E.16 Comments:  NCUTCD generally agrees with Section 9E.16 as presented in the 999 
NPA, but recommends adding an Option statement to allow yellow diagonal markings to provide 1000 
added conspicuity to the obstruction markings.  1001 
 1002 
Section 9E.16 Pavement Markings for Obstructions 1003 
Guidance: 1004 

Markings as shown in Figure 9E-17 should be used at the location of obstructions in the center of a 1005 
shared-use path or physically separated bikeway including vertical elements intended to physically 1006 
prevent unauthorized motor vehicles from entering the path.  1007 

In roadway situations where it is not practical to eliminate a drain grate or other roadway 1008 
obstruction that is inappropriate for bicycle travel, white markings applied as shown in Figure 9E-17 1009 
should be used to guide bicyclists around the condition. 1010 
Option: 1011 
For locations with an obstruction in the center of a shared-use path or physically separated bikeway, 1012 
yellow diagonal markings may be placed between the solid yellow lines adjacent to the obstruction as per 1013 
Section 3B.14.  [add Option for disgonal markings] 1014 

 1015 
NCUTCD generally agrees with Figure 9E-17 as presented in the NPA, but recommends adding 1016 
longitudinal dimensions for the marking taper for the in-path obstruction. 1017 

 1018 
 1019 

 1020 
 1021 

 1022 
Section 9E.17 Comments:  NCUTCD recommends revising 9E.17 in accordance with 1023 
NCUTCD recommendation 17A-BIK-01: 1024 
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• Revise the first Support statement to include tubular marker deleted from Guidance below, 1025 
delete text that conflicts with the definition of a buffer-separated bicycle lane in Section 1026 
9E.06, and edit to illustrate hazards posed by raised devices to all road users 1027 

• Add Guidance on lateral offset of channelizing devices 1028 
• Add a Support statement to include measures to mitigate the potential hazards of raised 1029 

devices drawn from research findings 1030 
• Revise the Standard statement on device color to Guidance to allow agencies to use different 1031 

device colors where contrast is needed for device visibility, such as tubular markers in snow 1032 
conditions 1033 

• Delete Guidance that conflicts with the definition of a buffer-separated bicycle lane in 1034 
Section 9E.06 1035 

 1036 
Section 9E.17 Raised Devices   1037 
Support:  1038 

Chapter 3I contains information on using channelizing devices to emphasize pavement 1039 
marking patterns associated with certain bicycle facilities. A common application is the use of 1040 
tubular markers (Section 3I.02) as channelizing devices for bicycle facilities. The 1041 
most common application is the use of flexible raised devices in the buffer space of a buffer-1042 
separated bicycle lane (see Section 9E.06). [Delete text conflicting with 9E.06] 1043 

Using inflexible raised devices immediately adjacent to thea travel path of the bicycle 1044 
without a buffer creates a collision potential for all road user typesbicyclists.. [editorial to 1045 
illustrate the hazards posed by raised devices to all road users]   1046 
Option:  1047 

In accordance with Chapter 3I, channelizing devices may be used to emphasize a pavement 1048 
marking pattern that establishes a bicycle lane or other bicycle facility provided that the 1049 
installation of channelizing devices does not prevent motor vehicles from turning when the turn 1050 
requires the motor vehicle to merge with the bicycle lane or facility as required by law or 1051 
ordinance.  1052 
Guidance:  1053 

If used, channelizing devices for bicycle facilities should be tubular markers (see Section 1054 
3I.02) [relocate to Support above]  1055 

The selection of a raised device for use with bicycle facilities should consider the collision 1056 
potential of the both the post and the base since the base may be present in the event the post is 1057 
struck and missing.  1058 

Channelizing devices should be placed at least one foot from the edge of any lane and 1059 
measures taken to reduce the likelihood of being struck by a road user. [add Guidance on lateral 1060 
offset] 1061 
Support:  1062 

Measures to reduce the likelihood of a road user striking a channelizing device include 1063 
marking a buffer space, improving lighting, improving reflectivity, or the periodic addition of 1064 
taller vertical elements to runs of shorter elements. [add Support to mitigate potential hazards] 1065 
Standard:  1066 
Channelizing devices that are used to emphasize the pavement marking patterns of bicycle 1067 
facilities shall not incorporate the color green into either the device or its retroreflective 1068 
element to supplement the presence of green-colored pavement.  1069 
Guidance:  1070 
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Channelizing devices should be the same color as the pavement they supplement, except 1071 
where conditions, such as the presence of snow, warrant the use of a more contrasting color. 1072 
[Revise Standard to Guidance to allow agencies to use other colors] 1073 
Guidance:  1074 

If used in buffer-separated bicycle lanes, channelizing devices should be placed in 1075 
the buffer space and at least one foot from the longitudinal bicycle lane pavement marking. 1076 
[Delete Guidance statement conflicting with definition of buffer-separated bicycle lane in 1077 
Section 9E.06]  1078 


